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1. INTRODUCTION
Graphs and digraphs treated here are finite and simple. Let G be a con-
nected graph and D the symmetric digraph corresponding to G. A path P
of length n in D(G) is a sequence P=(v0 , v1 , ..., vn&1 , vn) of n+1 vertices
and n arcs (edges) such that consecutive vertices share an arc (edge) (we
do not require that all vertices are distinct). Also, P is called a (v0 , vn)-path.
The subdigraph (subgraph) with vertices and arcs (the corresponding
edges) is denoted by the same notation P. We say that a path has a back-
tracking if a subsequence of the form ..., x, y, x, ... appears. A (v, w)-path is
called a cycle (or closed path) if v=w. The inverse cycle of a cycle
C=(v, v1 , ..., vn&1 , v) is the cycle C&1=(v, vn&1 , ..., v1 , v).
A subpath (v1 , ..., vm&1 , vm , vm&1 , ..., v1) of a cycle C=(v1 , ..., v1) is
called a tail if degC v13, degC v i=2(2im&1), and degC vm=1,
where degC v is the degree of v in the graph C. Each cycle C without back-
tracking determines a unique tail-less, backtracking-less cycle C* obtained
by removing all edges of all tails of C. Note that any backtracking-less, tail-
less cycle C is a cycle such that both C and C2 (=C } C) have no back-
tracking (see [6, 10]). The notion of a tail-less cycle is used in the proof
of Theorem 3.
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We introduce an equivalence relation between backtracking-less, tail-less
cycles. Two such cycles C1=(v1 , ..., vm) and C2=(w1 , ..., wm) are called
equivalent if there is a class k (mod m) such that wj=vj+k . The inverse
cycle of C is not equivalent to C. Let [C] be the equivalence class which
contains a cycle C. A backtracking-less, tail-less cycle C is primitive if C is
not obtained by going r times around some other cycle B, i.e., C{Br. Note
that each equivalence class of primitive, backtracking-less, tail-less cycles of
a graph G corresponds to a unique element of the fundamental group
?1 (G, v) of G for a vertex v of G.
The (Ihara) zeta function of a graph G is defined to be the function of
u # C with u sufficiently small, given by
Z(G, u)=ZG(u)= ‘
[C]
(1&u |C| )&1,
where [C] runs over all equivalence classes of primitive, backtracking-less,
tail-less cycles of G and |C| is the length of C. This definition is given in
[11] and is equivalent to the one in [10].
Zeta functions of graphs were started from zeta functions of regular
graphs by Ihara [8]. In [8], he showed that their reciprocals are expicit
polynomials. A zeta function of a regular graph G associated to a unitary
representation of the fundamental group of G was developed by Sunada
[12, 13]. Hashimoto [6] treated multivariable zeta functions of bipartite
graphs. Bass [1] generalized Ihara’s result on zeta functions of regular
graphs to irregular graphs.
Let G be a connected graph with n vertices v1 , ..., vn . The adjacency
matrix A=A(G)=(aij) is the square matrix such that a ij=1 if vi and vj are
adjacent and aij=0 otherwise. Let D=(dij) be the diagonal matrix with
dii=degG vi and Q=D&I.
Theorem 1 (Bass). Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and l
edges, and let r=l&n+1. Then the reciprocal of the zeta function of G is
given by
ZG(u)&1=(1&u2)r&1 det(I&Au+Qu2).
Stark and Terras [11] gave an elementary proof of Theorem 1 and dis-
cussed three different zeta functions of any graph.
In Section 2, we give a decomposition formula for the zeta function of
a group covering of a graph G. In Section 3, we introduce an L-function
of G and show that the reciprocal of any L-function of G is an explicit
polynomial. Furthermore, we show that the zeta function of a group cover-
ing of G is a product of L-functions of G.
For a general theory of the representation of groups and graph
coverings, the reader is referred to [2] and [5], respectively.
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2. ZETA FUNCTIONS OF GROUP COVERINGS
Let G be a connected graph, and let N(v)=[w # V(G) | vw # E(G)] for
any vertex v in G. A graph H is called a covering of G with projection
?: H  G if there is a surjection ?: V(H)  V(G) such that ? |N(v$) : N(v$) 
N(v) is a bijection for all vertices v # V(G) and v$ # ?&1 (v). When a finite
group 6 acts on a graph (digraph) G, the quotient graph (digraph) G6 is
a simple graph (digraph) whose vertices are the 6-orbits on V(G), with
two vertices adjacent in G6 if and only if any two of their representatives
are adjacent in G. A covering ?: H  G is said to be a group covering of G
if there is a subgroup B of the automorphism group AutH of H such that
the quotient graph HB is isomorphic to G.
Let G be a graph and A a finite group. Let D(G) be the arc set of the
symmetric digraph corresponding to G. Then a mapping :: D(G)  A is
called an ordinary voltage assignment if :(v, u)=:(u, v)&1 for each
(u, v) # D(G). The pair (G, :) is called an ordinary voltage graph. The
derived graph G: of the ordinary voltage graph (G, :) is defined as:
V(G:)=V(G)_A and ((u, h), (v, k)) # D(G:)
if and only if (u, v) # D(G) and k=h:(u, v),
where V(G) is the vertex set of G(see [4]). The natural projection ?: G:  G
is defined by ?(v, h)=v for all (v, h) # V(G)_A. Then the covering
?: G:  G is a group covering of G.
The block diagonal sum M1  } } } Ms of square matrices M1 , ..., Ms is
defined as the square matrix
M1 0
_ . . . &0 Ms
If M1=M2= } } } =Ms=N, then we write s b N=M1  } } } Ms . Further-
more, if M1= } } } =Ma1=N1 , Ma1+1= } } } =Ma1+a2=N2 , ..., Ms&at+1=
} } } =Ms=Nt (a1+a2+ } } } +at=s, ai0, 1it), then we write a1 b
N1 a2 b N2  } } } at b Nt=M1  } } } Ms (see [3]). The Kronecker
product AB of matrices A and B is considered as the matrix A having the
element aij replaced by the matrix a ijB.
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and l edges, A
a finite group, and :: D(G)  A an ordinary voltage assignment. Furthermore,
let \1=1, \2 , ..., \t be the irreducible representations of A and fi the degree
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of \i for each i, where f1=1. For g # A, the matrix Ag=(a (h)uv ) is defined as
follows:
a (g)uv :={10
if :(u, v)= g and (u, v) # D(G),
otherwise.
Then the reciprocal of the zeta function of the connected group covering G:
of G is
Z(G:, u)&1=Z(G, u)&1 } ‘
t
i=2{(1&u
2) (l&n) fi
_det \Ifi n&u \ :g # A\i (g)Ag++u
2 ( fi b Q)+=
fi
.
Proof. The argument is an analogue of Mizuno and Sato’s method [9].
Set V(G)=[v1 , ..., vn] and A=[1= g1 , g2 , ..., gm]. Arrange vertices of G:
in m blocks:
(v1 ,1), ..., (vn , 1); (v1 , g2), ..., (vn , g2); ...; (v1 , gm), ..., (vn , gm).
We consider the adjacency matrix A(G:) under this order. For g # A, the
matrix Pg=( p (g)ij ) is defined as follows:
p (g)ij ={10
if gig= gj ,
otherwise.
Suppose that p (g)ij =1, i.e., gj= gig. Then ((u, gi), (v, gj)) # D(G
:) if and
only if (u, v) # D(G) and gi :(u, v)= g j , i.e., :(u, v)= g&1i gj= g. Thus we
have
A(G:)= :
g # A
Pg Ag .
Let \ be the right regular representation of A. Then we have \(g)=Pg
for g # A. Furthermore, there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that
P&1\(g) P=(1)f2 b \2 (g) } } } ft b \t (g) for each g # A,
where t is the number of irreducible representations of A. Putting
B=(P&1In) A(G:)(PIn),
we have
B= :
g # A
[(1) f2 b \2 (g) } } }  ft b \t (g)]Ag .
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Note that A(G)=g # A Ag and 1+ f 22+ } } } + f
2
t =m. By Theorem 1, it
follows that
Z(G:, u)&1=(1&u2) (l&n) m det(Inm&A(G:) u+u2 (m b Q))
=(1&u2)l&n det(In&A(G) u+Qu2)
_ ‘
t
i=2 {(1&u
2) (l&n) fi
_det \Ifi n&u \:g \j (g)Ag++u
2 ( f i b Q)+=
fi
=Z(G, u)&1 } ‘
t
i=2 {(1&u
2)(l&n) fi
det \Ifi n&u \ :g # A \i (g)Ag ++u
2 ( fi b Q)+=
fi
. Q.E.D.
Let G be a connected graph, 1 a finite abelian group, and 1* the character
group of 1. For a mapping f : D(G)  1, a pair Gf =(G, f ) is called a
weighted graph. Given any weighted graph Gf , the adjacency matrix
A(Gf)=(af, uv) of Gf is the square matrix of order |V(G)| defined by
af, uv=auv } f (u, v).
Corollary 1. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and l edges,
A a finite abelian group, and :: D(G)  A an ordinary voltage assignment.
Then the reciprocal of the zeta function of the connected group covering G:
of G is
Z(G:, u)&1=Z(G, u)&1 } ‘
/ # A*"[1]
[(1&u2) l&n det(In&uA(G/ b :)+u2Q)].
Proof. Each irreducible representation of A is a linear representation,
and these constitute the character group A*. By Theorem 2, we have
Z(G:, u)&1=Z(G, u)&1 } ‘
/ # A*"[1]
[(1&u2) l&n
_det \In&u \ :g # A /(g) Ag++u
2Q+= .
Since g /(g) Ag=A(G/ b :), the result follows. Q.E.D.
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3. L-FUNCTIONS OF GRAPHS
Let G be a connected graph, let A be a finite group, and let :: D(G)  A
be an ordinary voltage assignment. Furthermore, let \ be an irreducible
representation of A. The L-function of G associated to \ and : is defined
by
Z(u, \, :)=ZG(u, \, :)= ‘
[C]
det(If&\(:(C)) u |C|)&1,
where f =deg \ and [C] runs over all equivalence classes of primitive,
backtracking-less, tail-less cycles of G (c.f., [7, 8, 12]). Moreover, :(C)
denotes the net voltage of C (see [5]).
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and l edges, A
a finite group, and :: D(G)  A an ordinary voltage assignment. Further-
more, let \ be an irreducible representation of A and f the degree of \. Then
the reciprocal of the L-function of G associated to \ and : is
ZG(u, \, :)&1=(1&u2) (l&n) f det \Ifn&u \ :g # A \(g)Ag++u
2 ( f b Q)+ .
Proof. The argument is an analogue of Stark and Terras’s method
[11].
At first, since Tr(log(I&B))=log det(I&B),
log Z(u, \, :)=& :
[C]
log det(If&\(:(C)) u |C|)
= :
[C]
:

m=1
1
m
tr(\(:(C))m) u |C | m.
Thus,
Z$(u, \, :)Z(u, \, :)=u&1 :
[C]
:

m=1
|C| tr(\(:(C))m) u |C | m
=u&1 :

m=1
:
[C]
|C| tr(\(:(C))m) u |C | m
=u&1 :

m=1
:
C
tr(\(:(C))m) u |C | m,
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where C runs over all backtracking-less, tail-less cycles of G. Note that
there exist |C| elements in [C], and tr(BAB&1)=tr(A). Let Cm be the set
of all backtracking-less, tail-less cycles in G with length m. Set
Nm= :
C # Cm
tr(\(:(C))).
Then,
Z$(u, \, :)Z(u, \, :)=u&1 :
m1
Nm um. (1)
Let 1i, jn. Then, let the (i, j)-block Bi, j of an fn_fn matrix B be the
submatrix of B consisting of rows f (i&1)+1, } } } , fi and columns
f ( j&1)+1, } } } , fj. Set V(G)=[v1 , } } } , vn]. For m1, the fn_fn matrix
Am=((Am) i, j)1i, jn is defined as
(Am) i, j=:
P
\(:(P)),
where (Am) i, j is the (i, j)-block of Am , and P runs over all backtracking-
less paths of length m from vi to vj in G. Note that A1=g Ag \(g).
Furthermore, let A0=Ifn and Q$f=QIf .
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 1 in [11], we have
A2=(A1)2&(Q$f+Ifn)
and
Am=Am&1A1&Am&2 Q$f for m3.
Here, note that \(:(vk , vj)) \(:(vj , vk))=If . Thus,
\ :m0 Amu
m+ (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)=(1&u2) Ifn . (2)
Since (1&u2)&1=j0 u2j,
Ifn=\ :k0 Aku
k+\ :j0 u
2j+ (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)
(3)
=\ :m0 :
[m2]
j=0
Am&2j um+ (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f ) .
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For m1, let C$m be the set of all backtracking-less cycles of length m
with tails in G, and
tm= :
C # C$m
tr(\(:(C))).
Then t1=t2=0. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2 in [11], we have
tm=Tr[(Q$f&Ifn) Am&2]+tm&2 for m2.
Since Nm=Tr(Am)&tm ,
Nm=Tr _Am&(Q$f&Ifn) :
[(m&1)2]
j=1
Am&2j& , m3
and
N2=N1=TrA2=TrA1=0.
Next, set
Nm*=Am&(Q$f&Ifn) :
[m2]
j=1
Am&2j
=Q$f Am&(Q$f&Ifn) :
[m2]
j=0
Am&2j .
Then (2) and (3) imply that
\ :m0 Nm*u
m+ (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)=(1&u2) Q$f&(Q$f&Ifn) Ifn
=Ifn&Q$f u
2.
Since N0*=A0=Ifn ,
\ :m1 Nm*u
m+ (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)=Ifn&u2Q$f&Ifn (Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)
=A1u&2Q$f u
2.
Therefore it follows that
:
m1
Nm*um=(A1u&2Q$f u
2)(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)
&1.
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By [11, Lemma 3], we have
Tr \ :m1 Nm*u
m+=Tr \&u ddu log(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)+ .
For m1, we have
Tr(Nm*)=Nm&{0Tr(Q$f&Ifn)
if m is odd,
if m is even.
Thus,
Tr \ :m1 Nm*u
m+= :m1 Nm u
m&Tr(Q$f&Ifn) \ :j1 u
2j+
= :
m1
Nmum&Tr(Q$f&Ifn)
u2
1&u2
.
Equation (1) implies that
u
d
du
log Z(u, \, :)=Tr \&u ddu log(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)+
+Tr(Q$f&Ifn)
u2
1&u2
=Tr \&u ddu log(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)+
&u
d
du
log(1&u2)Tr(Q$f &Ifn)2.
Both functions are 0 at u=0, and so
&log Z(u, \, :)=Tr(log(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f))+log(1&u
2)Tr(Q$f &Ifn)2.
Hence
Z(u, \, :)&1=(1&u2) (l&n) f det(Ifn&uA1+u2Q$f)
=(1&u2) (l&n) f det \Ifn&u \ :g # A \(g)Ag++u
2 ( f b Q)+ .
Q.E.D.
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By Theorems 2 and 3, the following result holds.
Corollary 2. Let G be a connected graph, A a finite group, and
:: D(G)  A an ordinary voltage assignment. Suppose that G: is connected.
Then we have
Z(G:, u)=‘
\
Z(u, \, :) f,
where \ runs over all irreducible representations of A and f =deg \.
By Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, the following result holds.
Corollary 3. Let G be a connected graph, A a finite abelian group, and
:: D(G)  A an ordinary voltage assignment. Suppose that G: is connected.
Then we have
Z(G:, u)= ‘
/ # A*
Z(u, /, :).
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